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So where are we today?

The story … is murky.  But the World has clearly changed.

1. Where are we today?

2. How did we get here?

3. Where might this all go from here?

4. What’s this mean for us locally



THE BIG DRIVERS

3Being awash with money for 15+ years covered over the cracks.

The World has changed, and not necessarily for the better.



BUT INFLATION HAS BEEN RESUSCITATED
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And that changes a lot of the rules of the game.

Dormant since the 1980s …



NOW GLOBAL GROWTH IS REDUCING

5And even ANY growth might be optimistic.

Inflationary expectations mean different central bank actions.



MARKETS (KIND OF) SAW IT COMING 
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Yes, (not-so) defensive bonds too.  Negative yields were always a bad place to start.

Equities?  Sure.  But say it ain’t so: not “defensive” bonds too?

Equities Bonds



SO HOW’D WE GET HERE?
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Our framework we’ve banged on about for years.

The key message of today though … inflation.  Why’s it here?  How’s it here?



MONETISATION STARTED IT ALL

8And in the case of an emergency (i.e. GFC/COVID) … they do ALL of these at once.

Central Banks are the drivers.

1.  Set the price of money 

(aka “prints money”)

2.  Set the levels of inflation & employment

(aka “sets interest rates”)

3.  Set the price of … everything

(aka “buys and sells assets” or QE/QT)



SWIMMING IN MONEY …
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Many, many years of massive Monetisation.

Both monetary and (more recently) fiscal stimulation. 

GFC COVID



DURING COVID … EVEN MORE!
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Both monetary and fiscal stimuli.  At massive, world-shaping scale.  

More stimulus than during WWII!



THAT MONEY HAD TO GO SOMEWHERE …
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And it did … though not quite evenly.

Inequality has surged.  Though even the “bottom half” got subsidised. 



MAINLY IT PLAYED OUT IN CAPITAL
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But the spoils were somewhat shared …

So much money is still sloshing around in the system. 

ASX300



SO WHERE WAS THE INFLATION?
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Subdued, due to Globalisation (and Technologisation)!

But two new players have caused Globalisation to reverse: Covid & War. 



BUT THEN COVID …
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Not quite.  Covid doesn’t quit that easily.  It ALWAYS gets up off the canvas.

Two, or even three vaccines and we’re done?



COVID LABOUR SHORTAGES
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We’re now living with Covid.  That doesn’t mean it is gone though …

Lockdown or not … labour shortages are real, and are inflationary. 



COVID SUPPLY SHORTAGES
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“Zero Covid” has problems too.

Labour shortages can become supply shortages … and are inflationary. 

Ships waiting to load or discharge at Shanghai



WAR SUPPLY SHORTAGES
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Russia and Ukraine are vitally important regions.

Supply shortages are inflationary.   



LABOUR + SUPPLY SHORTAGES …
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… are very inflationary!

And the main job of Central Banks is (supposedly) to “Control Inflation”! 

=+



WHAT DOES INFLATION LOOK LIKE?
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It looks like this …

Is it “transitory”?  What can be done about it?   



WHAT KILLS INFLATION?
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There are two methods … with the former preferred.

Supply changes … might take years.  Crude demand destruction can happen immediately.   

1. Increase supply. 2. Kill demand.



DE-MONETISATION
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Central Banks:  “making money expensive again” (aka QT).

Crude demand destruction in a teetering economy risks recession.   

1.35%

2.5%???

1.35%

2.5%???



RECESSION + INFLATION = STAGFLATION
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Not seen since the 70s oil supply shocks.

Very destructive for markets.  We need a “soft landing”.  Are we gonna get one? 



CAN THE LANDING BE SOFT?
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The supply response has already started.

Freight rates reducing.  Commodity prices are easing. 



CAN THE LANDING BE SOFT (PART 2)?
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The supply response has already started.

Agricultural rates reducing too.  And zero Inflation is when it stops increasing …



ECONOMIES ARE OPENING TOO …
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The consumer (growth?) is awakening …

Consumers: have money; will travel … and want to be entertained.



FUTURE GOOD NEWS FOR CLUBS TOO?
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Gambling/gaming can come back strongly too.

Because there is no shortage of money to be spent (due to Monetisation). 

Open

Not yet open

Wow



COVID SAVINGS ARE THERE TO BE SPENT
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(Though likely some extra expenditure on higher mortgages.)

Consumers are getting out and about … and can afford to do so. 



COVID SAVINGS ARE THERE TO BE SPENT (CONT.)
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Corporates too have thrived and built strong balance sheets/profits.

And many have locked in lower debt rates too … for now. 



WHAT’S THIS MEAN?
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The “easy” money years are over: volatility is here.  Productivity is the future.

There’s a window of profitability due to savings.  But then it’s a slog. 



IT’LL BE BUMPY, BUT THERE’S A PATH!
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And if the Central Banks don’t get too aggressive, maybe not too bumpy.

But if they go too far too fast … we will all need to buckle up. 



THANK YOU
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